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NICOLSON SQUARE

SHOW DETAILS

CHOREOGRAPHER: Junebug Company / Pauline Raineri
COMPANY: Junebug Company and WAVE
VENUE: Greenside @ Nicolson Square (Lime Studio)
RUNNING TIME: 50 minutes

Trip the Light is a triple bill of contemporary dance from Junebug Company. Founded in
Switzerland in 2014, Junebug presents dance as a “living human experience”, and their new work
Trip the Light is a unique showcase for the dancers’ strong technique.

The theme of the evening is introspection, with each work exploring how we and others shape our
identities. The first work, ‘Two Blue’, is choreographed by the company and well-danced by
Sophie Ammann and Rosanne Briens. Briens in particular is excellent, performing with a loose-
limbed lyricism which matches the laidback folksiness of the music. The dancers could aid the
story-telling by utilising a greater range of facial expressions, but the choreography is inventive
and uses the space well.

The second piece, ‘Si / Si’, explores the contrast between the image a person projects of themselves
and their true self. Though overlong, it is the standout piece of the evening and stunningly danced
by Erin O’Reilly, whose formidable technique is matched by her magnetic stage presence. Louis
Richard’s music is suitably eerie to match Pauline Raineri’s abstract, compelling choreography,
and the piece is well-lit by the company’s technical team.

The triple bill closes with ‘Carte Blanche’, an entirely improvised piece based on audience
suggestions, which allows the dancers to demonstrate an impressive ability to think on their feet.
The evening could do with greater light and shade in the tones of the pieces, but Trip the Light is an
accomplished triple bill from a promising new dance company.
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STAR RATING = ����
SUMMARY = An engaging triple bill of contemporary dance from a dynamic young company

Trip the Light runs daily at Lime Studio, Greenside @ Nicolson Square (Venue 209) at 17:20 until
Saturday 13th August.
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